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Introduction 

The use of computer network is increased day by day. This devel-
opment produces a number of nodes to increase. By increasing a 
customer, a server becomes full of activity and inadequate while a 
bandwidth is sufficient. Furthermore, because the diversity of re-
quests is growth, server may not have information a user needed. 
We can conquer these problems by using peer-to-peer network. 
The peer-to-peer network have not central server, some powerful 
nodes work as servers. In a fourth generation, streams over peer-to
-peer network are supported. Thus, every node can communicate 
with another. The most influential problem in a peer-to-peer network 
is security. There are some ways to make peer-to-peer networks 
secure. Cryptosystem has a significant role in every way. Cryp-
tosystem is the art of keeping information secure from overhearing 
and other malicious behavior. Thus, cryptography is very useful in 
peer-to-peer schemes because it can protect message and check 
its integrity. Akleylek, et al. [1] presented a modified scheme for 
security in peer-to-peer network. In their scheme, they try to in-
crease a security of peer-to-peer system by combining ElGamal 
scheme [2] with knapsack scheme. The knapsack system is NP-
complete [3-6]. This difficulty cannot be clearly solved even when 
applying quantum computers. They use ElGamal scheme to hide 
private knapsack to generate the public-key. But as we illustrate, 
this combination disclosures a security and makes a scheme weak 
to encrypted cipher-text-only-attack. Thus, in a network hacker can 
use this attack and easily decrypt message from any challenge-
cipher-text. Also, we show that this scheme is not practical. So, we 

attempt to modify it to increase security and efficiency. 

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 
we provide a mathematical background. In Section 3 we describe 

Akleylek, et al. scheme. Cryptanalysis of this scheme will be consid-
ered in Section 4.  In Section 5 we revise this scheme in order to 
perform a good security and efficiency. Conclusion is provided in 

Section 6. 

Materials and Methods 

In this section, we provide the mathematical background and defini-

tions which are required to show the proposed attack. 

Mathematical Background 

In this section we will discuss some mathematical background relat-

ed to the proposed scheme. 

Definition 1: Assume that the sequence of integers (w1,…..,wx) and 

suppose an integer z. If there is a subset of Wi so that the sum 

equivalent to integer z. That is equal to verify if there is a set of 

integer (v1,…..,vx) where       so that wi th A 

subset sum problem is the decision problem that is NP-complete 

[5]. 

Definition 2: A set (w1,…..,wx) of numbers is the super-increasing 

sequence, when       for every i≥2 . However, the greedy 

algorithm to solve a subset sum problem when wi is the super-

increasing sequence. Subtract a largest number from integer Z and 

repeat. The following method usefully resolves a subset sum prob-

lem for super-increasing sequence in a polynomial time.  

Algorithm 1: Solving the super-increasing subset sum problem. 

Input: The sequence (w1,…..,wx) of integer which is a sum of the 

subset of wi, and an integer z. 

Result:     with   where 
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While do 

{ 

  If then 

  { 

     

    

  } 

  Else 

  { 

      

  } 

} repeat 

Return 

Definition 3: The set of positive values (w1,…..,wx) and a number 
rare provided. If there is the subset of wi where the result equals to 
r, specifically determine if there are values (v1,…..,vx) where   
Such that     where   A subset product problem is the 
decision problem. As noted in [7,8], when wi are short primes and 
less than r, the difficulty is solved in polynomial time by factoring r. 

The product can be reviewed in the following theorem. 

Theorem 1: When (w1,…..,wx) are short primes, it can be solving a 

subset problem in polynomial time. 

Proof: As wi are short primes and         then:  

If  

Or if  

Definition 4: Assume   be prime, a primitive element           and an 
integer         . Compute element v where     , so that         . 

This is the discrete logarithm problem. 

The ElGamal Scheme 

The ElGamal scheme is a public key scheme relied on a discrete 
logarithm problem. Suppose  is a prime number where a discrete 
logarithm problem is infeasible, and assume that  is a genera-
tor. Every user chooses an arbitrary integer w where   , and 
find  . Then   is public key and w is private key. 
Assume that we desire to transmit the message v to receiver. First, 
we choice a random element S so that      . Then we find 
          and      . We pass the encrypted message
(p1,p2) to a receiver. The encryption process in ElGamal scheme is 
probabilistic, since an encrypted message relies on both a message 
v and on a random integer S selected by user. To decrypt message 
v from encrypted message m, receiver should uses a private-key w 

and find     .  

Cipher Text-Only Attack 

The cipher text-only attack is the situation in which a hacker at-
tempts to determine a private key by only intercepted a cipher-text 
or decrypt cipher-text as a challenge. Every encryption scheme 

weak to this sort of attack and is considered entirely vulnerable. 

Hacker knowledge: given         and        . 

Hacker purpose: get v1,v2,…..or a private key d. 

Akleylek, et al. Scheme 

In this section, we describe the Akleylek, et al. scheme. We aim to 
multiply the security of a proposed scheme by combing ElGamal 

scheme and knapsack scheme. 

Key Generation 

1. Every user selects the super-increasing sequence (w1,…..,wx), 

so that          , with       , and wi are integer values. 

2. The keys of ElGamal       scheme are computed. 

3. To computing public knapsack e=(c 1,…. . ,c x) , randomly 

choice integer S with          and do the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

Encryption 

To encrypt x-bit binary message v= (v 1,….. ,v x), user should do the 

following 

1. Find           [Eq-1] 

2. Send encrypted message m to a receiver. 

Decryption 

To decrypt an encrypted message m, a receiver finds: 

   

     

                      

 

 

Remarks 

1.         . 

2. Upon finding r, we should get message v= (v 1,….. ,v x) from

        

3. We have     with w 1,…. . ,w x is a super-increasing 

sequence.  

4. From Theorem 1, if w i are short primes, we can compute v i  
from r, else, a problem stays NP-complete and we cannot solve 

this difficulty. 

5. In practice, Akleylek, et al., scheme is entirely unrealistic. 

Cryptanalysis of Akleylek, et al. Scheme 

In this section, we illustrate that Akleylek, et al., scheme is defense-
less to cipher text-only attack. However, we can find message from 

an encrypted message text as follows.  

Assume        is a challenge cipher text encrypted with 
Akleylek, et al., scheme and we aim to discover a related message. 

From [Eq-1], we have 

        

 

 

The element     of a public-key is constant for every i, and 

we can let      with   . We have        

       [Eq-2] 
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With    is a Hamming weight of a binary message v= (v 1,

…..,v x). From [Eq-2], we can find Hamming weight y of message

(v 1,….. ,v x). Thus, we know number of v i with v i=1. From [Eq-1], 

we have            . Thus, we know number of ki and the result 

of them matches p2. To find these ki, we must obtain a y-tuple sub-

set of k1,….,kx from public key          so that the result of 

them equal to p2. We indicate this subset by n. We can select y 

values of k1,….,kx in   ways. Thus, we require at most     bit pro-

cesses to obtain such subsets. When finding these ki, we can find 

an original message from     when  else = 0. We have 

         Therefore, a complexity of attack is 

The Proposed Scheme   

This scheme is relied on multiplicative knapsack problem. The en-
crypted message is found by multiplying a public key and a mes-
sage is retrieved by factoring an encrypted message raised to the 

secret power. 

Key Generation 

Each user should do the following: 

1. Choose a prime    . 

2. Verify an integer x where       with     is begin from 

3. Arbitrarily select elements w,s so that 

4. Find 

5. Find  

6. Find 

7. Verify  

8. Determine            is a public key and         is a pri-

vate key. 

Encryption 

To encrypt x-bit binary message v= (v 1,….. ,v x), we calculate: 

1.   

2. Pass encrypted message m to a receiver. 

Decryption 

To decrypt message v from encrypted message m, a receiver must 

do the following: 

1. Find  

 

 

 

 

2. While            with         therefore 

and thus  

3. Since    so r is a result of some distinct primes    . 

4. By Theorem 1, we achieve that       when          else    . 

Result and Discussion 

In the proposed scheme, we have  

1.            , with     

and             .  

2. As discrete logarithm problem is difficult. Thus, we cannot verify 
Hamming weight y from           and so, a proposed 

attack is not possible in this case.  

Birthday Attack 

When a prime    is selected small, then x is also small. Therefore,   ,   
should be adequately large in order to avoid birthday-search over 

two the lists A and B of          components to obtain a couple of sets  

where 

Conclusions  

In this paper, we propose the hybrid public key encryption. This 
scheme uses ElGamal scheme in a key generation algorithm for 
hiding a secure knapsack secret key and to make a public knap-
sack key. We illustrate that this combination discloses a security 
and becomes a scheme vulnerable to cipher text-only attack. To 
prevent this attack, we calculate a cipher text mod large prime  . 
Furthermore, we proved that a proposed scheme is unfeasible. We 
adapted this scheme for enhancing security and efficiency. In this 
case, when individual desires to break a scheme, should find dis-

crete logarithm problem which is intractable. 
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